
This document serves as a resource of activities during the hands-on session of the workshop. Both facilitators and subject 

matter experts (SMEs) are encouraged to ask more questions of the students so that the students may explore their ideas. 

All students should be involved in the challenge (as a writer, speaker, drawer, researcher or presenter).

120 minutes (no food or drink in classrooms)

A) Housekeeping rules

 1) Bathrooms

 2) Lunch break

 3) Why are we here?

B) We expect that everyone will ...

 1) Listen to whoever is speaking

 2) Respect each other

 3) Share ideas, thoughts, and the workload

C) Introductions

SME share their background and education. Use the following questions as prompts to guide your introduction:

 a) Why did you choose your current occupation?

 b) What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were in high school?

 c) What do you do on a daily basis at work and how does it relate to the case study?

1) Distribute case challenge to teams

2) Introduce themselves to their teams, then facilitate an ice-breaker activity (includes teams creating their name)

3) Review the case study the challenge, Picatinny Calculator, and Additional Scenarios each team. Documents and 

spreadsheet will be accessible on computers

4) Teams that complete the challenge first will may continue with the additional scenarios

5) Teams will present their strategic approach, analysis, and additional findings as part of a 3-5 minute presentation. Teams  

will use color dots to identify where they will install the solar panels, geothermal heat pump and wind turbines on the 

Picatinny map. Q&A will follow each presentation.

Both SMEs and Facilitators will score each team's rubric during the presentations. SME will tally final scores and announce 

the team with the highest one which will advance to the next round of presentations at the end of the workshop.

ALL FACILITATORS & SMEs MUST COMPLETE THE EVALUATION SURVEY (QRcode) BEFORE THEY LEAVE THE 

BUILDING.
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